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   MASPORT LIMITED

FASCIA ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION

1) Lay the fascia panels flat, face down on
something soft so they don't scratch.

2) Align the bottom flange of each side panel
with the corresponding end of the bottom
rail. Using the self-tapping screws
provided, attach the bottom rail to the
bottom flanges of the side panels.  Tighten
the screws only loosely at this stage. (See
Fig. 1)

3) If not already fitted push the Masport logo
badge into the holes in the bottom left
corner of the fascia and attach it using the
clips provided. (See Fig. 2)

4) Lower the top panel assembly into place
with the locating prongs pointing down so
that they fit inside the top edges of each
side panel.  Fasten the top panel to the
case through the two holes in the lower
flange of the top panel assembly. See Fig.
3

5) Offer the fascia assembly up to the case to
obtain the correct width for the side panel
spacing keeping the inside flanges of each
panel on the inner side of the mounting
flange of the fireplace.  Carefully remove
the assembly and tighten the screws
fastening the bottom rail to the side panels.

6) Connect the fan wires, red, brown and
orange, to the fan switch, in the following
positions. (See Fig. 4)

-Brown wire to central terminal,
-Red wire to top terminal,
-Orange wire to bottom terminal.
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7) Ensure that the wires are away from the
side of the fireplace. The power cord
should be run behind the fascia panel and
out through the slot in the side of the
fascia. The rubber grommet on the power
cord should be inserted into the slot to
protect the mains lead. against possible
damage.

.

8) Offer the fascia assembly up to the case
once more and secure through the two
holes on the inner edges of each fascia
side panel and two holes of top panel
assembly using the screws provided. (See
Fig. 5)
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